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ABSTRACT
Security of wireless medical devices is critical for patient safety

because security attacks may directly hurt patients’ health. In this

paper, we design a novel access control scheme based on bi-channel

and multi-factor authentication for wireless medical devices. Our

scheme utilizes near field communication (NFC) to perform device

pairing, which supports key exchange between a device and a read-

er in short communication range (<= 6cm) with bounded response

time. To further defend against attacks when a malicious reader is

placed within the device’s communication range in crowded situa-

tions, we design a crowd detection algorithm using WiFi and user’s

smart phone to assist the key exchange. Our analyses and exper-

iments show that our security schemes are effective and efficient.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Security for wireless medical devices, such as cardiac defibril-

lators, insulin pumps, and various drug delivery systems, is crit-

ical for patient’s safety [1]. Unfortunately, most of the existing

wireless medical devices lack of sufficient security mechanisms to

protect them from malicious attacks. There are a number of at-

tacks from Satan adversary may launch on wireless medical de-

vices [2] [3] [4] [6] [7].

Securing wireless medical devices is a challenging task due to

their limited resources and the open environment. To address this

problem, we propose integrating NFC with medical device. We

implement secure pairing between a device and a reader over NFC,

which allows a doctor’s reader to share a key with a medical device

with a very short distance. This pairing procedure is shown in Fig

1(a). If the medical device is not implantable, the device requests
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the patient to press a button to confirm. After sharing a key suc-

cessfully, the reader and medical device can securely communicate

with each other using their existing radios.

The key exchange procedure between a device and a reader over

NFC is vulnerable to attacks if a malicious reader is within their

communication range. Such attacks can be launched in crowded

situations without causing users’ attention. To address this prob-

lem, we design a crowd detection algorithm to alert users about

insecure scenarios. This crowd detection algorithm is based on

wireless device counting using users’ smart phone. The basic pro-

cedure of this algorithm is shown in Fig 1(c). If the surrounding is

not a crowded area, then the algorithm will notify the medical de-

vice. For implantable medical devices, other patient access patterns

based control (PAPAC) scheme [4] is also used to defend against

attacks.
2. DESIGN AND EXPERIMENTATION
NFC Communication Range. We tested the transmission range

using 2 NFC-enabled smart phones (with PN544 chips). Our ex-

perimental results showed that they can successfully exchange data

within 5cm. The two devices can recognize each other at 6cm,

however, they cannot successfully exchange data at 6cm. We also

confirmed this when one cell phone is around 5mm-thickness pork.

NFC Round Trip Time. As NFC is a new wireless technology,

we conducted experiments to measure the round trip time (RTT),

which can help eliminate relay attacks. Specifically, we use the

time difference between finishing sending the last bit of a request

message and the receiving of the first bit of the response message,

which also is called response time. We used two Android smart

phones with NFC chips to test the typical response time. The time

resolution in cell phone is 1ns when we call the system time. We

programmed these two phones to send and reply to messages at data

link layer. Figure 2(a) shows our experimental results over 50 runs.

From it, we can see that average response time is E=0.258ms, and

the standard deviation D=0.026ms. We choose Tht = E + 2D =
0.31ms.

The Device Pairing Protocol. In our scheme, the access control

is based on device pairing employing NFC. We design the distance

bound pairing schemes based on the Diffie-Hellman key exchange

protocol [5]. In Figure 1(b), P and V represent the reader and the

medical device. We use the response time t2 − t1 to bound the

distance between them. The sharing key is (gv)p for later commu-

nication.

PAPAC Scheme. The light-weight PAPAC security scheme can

be used to protect wireless medical devices from attackers who are

extremely close to the patient. PAPAC utilizes the patient’s IMD

access patterns and the patient’s cell phone. It modeled the normal

IMD access pattern using five kinds of IMD access data: reader

action type, time interval of the same reader action, location, time,
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(a) Workflow of a device (b) The device pairing protocol (c) Access control scheme for IMDs
Figure 1: The main process

(a) Response time test results (b) The mean and standard variance for each
time window of testing example 1

(c) Test examples 2

Figure 2: Test results

and day type (weekday or weekend). The patient’s cell phone stores

these data and runs a classification algorithm. When contacted by a

reader, the IMD first sends a short Verification request message to

the patient’s cell phone. The cell phone then runs the classification

algorithm and makes the following decisions: (1) if the algorithm

indicates that this is a normal access, it sends a Continue command

to the IMD, signaling the IMD that it may continue communication

with the reader (i.e., performing standard authentication); (2) if the

algorithm indicates that this is an attack, it sends a Block command

to the IMD; and the IMD will enter sleep mode.

Detecting Crowded Situations. When a patient is in a crowded

situation, hackers may use their mobile devices to attack the pa-

tient’s wireless medical device. Our crowd detection is to roughly

evaluate the number of mobile devices around a patient. Specifical-

ly, wireless radio on user’s cell phone can observe the active MAC

addresses and their corresponding received signal strengths of each

probe request of each mobile device. Then we count the number

of distinct active MAC addresses with strong signals within a short

period. We denote ∆ as the time window and determine the value

of ∆ by analyzing experimental results.

We conducted experiments to test our crowded area detection

scheme by using the Samsung Galaxy Nexus phone with an Al-

pha360 WiFi adapter. We programmed the Android phone to col-

lect the number of different MACs it can sense over different time

windows: 5sec, 10sec, 15sec, 30sec, 60sec, 90sec and 120sec.

We recorded that there were 32 different persons in the train

when we sat down until we left for the next station. Figure 2(b)

shows the mean and standard variance of the number of distinct

MAC addresses for each time window ∆. We can see that when

∆=15sec, the mean of it is close to 32 and the ratio between it

and the standard variance of it is the least. So we choose ∆=15sec

for later analysis. Figure 2(c) shows one test example in crowd-

ed area. From experiments, we chose the -38dBm as the threshold

of signal strength. The difference between the number of distinct

MAC addresses detected by our algorithm and the number of per-

sons around us during the experiments is the error. The mean and

standard variance of the error rates are 5.70% and 4.73%, respec-

tively. This shows the test result is close to our observations. Since

we only need a rough evaluation on the number of mobile devices

around the patient, the result is reliable enough.
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